“He directeth...his lightning” Job 37:3

Strike...a home video shows a bolt of lightning hitting the Tyne Bridge in Newcastle
www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/4401740/Supercell-storm-batters-North-East-butits-all-over-quickly.html (for now, “For he doth not afflict willingly nor grieve the children of men” Lamentations 3:33)

“The LORD thundered from heaven, and the most High uttered his voice.
And he sent out arrows, and scattered them; lightning, and discomfited
them” 2 Samuel 22:14-15.
WHY? Consider...

Olympic rings launched on Tyne Bridge
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-tyne-18432414

Innocent? NO!
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Occult Olympic Rings

Olympics 2012 – Masonic Symbolism
emancipationfromslavery.com/2011/05/26/olympics-2012-unveiling-a-messiah/
The true meaning of the 5 circles on the OLYMPIC logo: The emblem of the Olympic
Games is composed of five interlocking rings (blue, yellow, black, green, and red respectively) on a white field. First of all the symbol consists of five rings...Baron
Pierre de Coubertin specifically decided to include five rings. The number five is
considered powerful in Western magic, and is represented by the pentagram, or fivepointed star...
THE FIVE COLOURS AND THEIR SYMBOLISM
All six colours used in the Olympic symbol have a significant meaning to Freemasons. As a Freemason, De Coubertin understood the symbolic meaning of the colours he selected...The Olympic Symbol is placed on a white background.
 In Masonry and elsewhere white is the symbol of purity. The idea of purity is
represented by white garments worn within the Masonic Lodge...
 The first ring in the Olympic symbol is blue. Blue is the supreme colour of
Masonry. It is the unquestioned Masonic possession of every Mason...
 The second Olympic ring is black. Black from the remotest antiquity has been
the symbol of grief and such is its significance to the Mason...
 The third ring is coloured red. Red is the colour of fire, and fire was to the
Egyptians the symbol of the regeneration and the purification of souls...
 The fourth ring is coloured green...the unchanging colour of the various evergreen trees, shrubs, and so forth, is, in the system of Masonry, the colour
symbolic of the unchanging immortality of all that is divine and true...
 The fifth and final ring is yellow. Yellow was to the ancients the symbol of
light and thus illumination. Yellow is a true Masonic symbolic colour...

“They provoked him to jealousy with strange gods, with abominations
provoked they him to anger” Deuteronomy 32:16. The message is clear:
“Except ye repent” Luke 13:3, expect more storms!
You needn’t trade in your Audi or not watch Olympic events but be
warned and keep in mind: “God is not mocked” Galatians 6:7

